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Best Source Selector System

J. R. Alday
Fleet Analysis Center

Puerto Rico Field Station-Caribbean

Summary.  This system was developed in order to fulfill a need existing at the Fleet
Analysis Center (FLTAC) Field Station-Caribbean, Telemetry Site at Roosevelt Roads,
Puerto Rico.

At the Field Station there exists four 16-foot diameter, two 8-foot diameter missile
telemetry tracking systems plus a four frequency downlink Airborne Data Link (ADL)
aircraft. With associated receivers, total number of video sources can be on the order of
forty. Although all sources are recorded on magnetic tape and can be played back, only
one or two sources can be displayed on high speed oscillographs simultaneously in “real
time.”

The Best Source Selector System (BSSS) was developed in order to display, in real time, a
continuous composite missile telemetry record which may consist of several individual
sources.

This System has been used continuously for the past three years for all missile telemetry
operations at the Atlantic Fleet Weapons Training Facility (AFWTF), Puerto Rico. It has
saved many man-hours of labor, searching tapes for bits and pieces of data and
consequently, preliminary flight analysis and reporting to firing units (QUICKREPS) have
been speeded up many fold.

Introduction.  The intent of this system is to determine and select the best analog data
source when given a set of several data inputs with time-varying quality. The basis of
comparison is a measurement of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of each individual data
source.



1 Misha Schwartz, “Information Transmission, Modulation, and Noise,” McGraw-Hill, Inc., New
York, N.Y., p. 227, 1959

A Measure of Signal-to-Noise Ratio.  In an FM receiving system, the output signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) is given by1

(1)

where F is the system noise figure and Si /Ni is the input SNR with an unmodulated carrier
input signal.

From equation (1), it is evident that the mean output noise power (No) can be written

(2)

or since

(3)

where G(W) is the band limited gain or transfer function of the receiving system. Because
receiver AGC circuitry maintains the product G(W)Si constant over the range of interest,
the mean output noise power is shown to be the inverse of the input SNR.

In general, equation (3) must be modified to include the non-linear end conditions
whenever the input SNR is very large or very small. No attempt is made here to modify
equation (3) for these conditions.

The inverse relationship of SNR and No is used, in this system, to establish a measure of
signal quality.

This system is designed specifically for a PAM-FM format video input signal where, at the
detected video level, the spectrum contains the PAM spectrum plus a translated video
spectrum as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1.  PAM and Translated Video Spectra



It is evident from Figure 1 that there exists a gap in the spectrum between the PAM and
the translated video spectra, the mean output noise power is measured in the “unused”
portion illustrated by G()W). Physically, a high gain narrow bandpass filter is employed.
The mean output noise power is then given by,

(4)

where, G()W) is the transfer function of the filter.

A representative receiver was selected and measurements were made in order to
experimentally verify the inverse relationship between noise power output and SNR, to
obtain a measure of the order of magnitude of the parameters and establish end conditions.
Figure 2 illustrates these results.

 Figure 2.  Mean Noise vs SNR

From Figure 2 it is evident that the relationship between No and SNR is relatively linear.
Note that the curves G(W) and G()W) are the relative mean noise power measured for the
full receiver bandwidth and the filtered bandwidth respectively. For convenience, both
curves are normalized but the magnitude of G(W) is on the order of 30 db greater than
G()W). Also, it is evident that resolution is good through the mid-range of SNR but poor
at the non-linear ends. The area of most interest is, of course, the mid-range SNR; i.e., -10
to +40db.

System Description and Operation.  A simplified block diagram of the B.S.S.S. system
is shown in Figure 3.



Figure 3.  Simplified Block Diagram

The analog multiplex switch (MTPX-2), by action of Control Logic and Switching (CLS)
section continuously sequences or clocks the input of the analog processor through the
input sources. The analog processor filters, detects and integrates the noise content of each
source. The source containing the least noise power is detected and a d.c. voltage
proportional to its noise is held in a sample and hold circuit. Simultaneously, a signal is
sent to the CLS section which, when combined with other logic, sets a digital latch
memory to remember the best source. At the end of the frame; i.e., when all sources have
been sampled, the output of the latch memory is applied to the digital input of MTPX-1
which, in turn, outputs the best source.

The multiplexing analog switches select a given source, depending on the digital BCD
input; e.g., 000 = Ch. 1, 001 = Ch. 2, etc.

A block diagram of the analog processor is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4.  Analog Processor Block Diagram

The comparison of the chosen best source’s sampled and held (SH) voltage and all other
sources occurs at the E point where the output of the integrator (negative) is summed with
the SH feedback. If a difference exists, and it is the proper polarity to indicate a better



source, the Schmidt trigger produces a logic 1 output. This output (ST) is used as a logic
input to the CLS section. In order to prevent adjacent channel crosstalk, it is necessary to
discharge the integrator capacitor at the beginning of each channel. The integrator
discharge circuit provides this function and its input, integrator discharge pulse (IDP), is
derived in the CLS section.

A slight bias is summed into the E point in order to require a better source to be better by a
preset amount. This bias is referred to as the “window” and its function is to limit the
amount of source-to-source switching when the SNR of a number of sources is within
fractional decibels of each other. The range of window adjustment is on the order of 0 to
5db.

Control Logic and Switching Section.  In order to define some of the inputs to the logic
circuitry, some digression is necessary.

In the SH circuit it is possible for the memory capacitor to bleed off some charge over
relatively long periods of time. This effect tends to make the selected source appear better
and better. For this reason, a coincidence circuit was added to update the SH memory on
the selected source once each frame. The logic output of this circuit is called COIN.

As will be discussed later, there is a circuit which determines if a particular source is valid.
The output of this circuit is called R and when at a logical 1 the source is determined valid.

Other deviations will become apparent when discussing the Control Logic and Switching
section as illustrated in Figure 5 (see following page).

Figure 5 contains the essential blocks for a typical eight input system, however, the same
logic is applicable for a system with n-inputs. The eight input system is most practical for
FLTAC’s application.

The logic expressions used for the control of the system are as follows:
(5)

(6)

where, L is latch 2 enable and SH is the sample and hold enable.

The three delay circuits noted in Figure 5 are identical except for time constants. The clock
(CLK) is used for the functions shown in equations (5) and (6). The first delay 



Figure 5.  Control Logic and Switching Section-Operational Block Diagram



circuit is used, in conjunction with the counter, to step through the various sources. The
second, to generate the IDP. The third delay circuit is used to generate a reset pulse from
the D output of the counter to reset the system and is also used as a sync output for testing.
The timing is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6.  Timing-Delay Circuits

The width of the clock pulse is on the order of 1 millisecond. Since the output of the
integrator circuit is sampled and decisions made in regard to loading the SH circuit with a
new value, some settling time was required. The duration of the IDP, CLK and
CTRR/SYNC are on the order of one microsecond since these are essentially logic inputs.

Valid Source Detector.  This section of the system establishes a criteria by which a
receiver is graded valid or invalid. Due to the design dependence on the inverse
relationship between receiver noise output and video SNR, a dead or disconnected
receiver will be detected as an excellent source and will be selected. To prevent this from
occurring, a circuit consisting of a normalizing amplifier, binary counter, logic and RS
flipflop is used. The normalizing amplifier normalizes input pulses (noise or video) to
+5 volts to be compatible with the counter input requirement. The counter will count these
noise or video pulses. If the count exceeds a predetermined number (set by the logic), a
flip-flop will be set and the source will be considered valid (R=1). If, however, the count is
not reached, the receiver will be considered invalid. The required count is a function of the
minimum number of valid video pulses expected during a clock period. The flip-flop is
reset at the beginning of each channel by the IDP. The block diagram of the valid receiver
detector is shown in Figure 7.

Other Features.  A manual mode operation is provided. In this mode the BCD input to
MTPX-1 is disconnected from the rest of the system and an external BCD encoded switch,
is applied. Since most BCD encoded switches have ten positions; e.g., 0, 1, -------- 9, and
this system is designed for eight sources, the switch positions 0 or 9 combined with some
additional logic, place the system in the automatic mode.



 Figure 7.  Valid Source Detector

Connected parallel with the BCD input to MTPX-1 is a simple resistive D/A converter
which produces a source identifying step function. This function is used to annotate
telemetry records. Also parallel connected is a NIXIE or LED readout which tells an
observer which source the system is selecting.

Conclusion.  Although the system was designed for the telemetry data format of Figure 1,
the system performs with no noticeable degradation when used with other “incompatible”
formats.

Since most of the circuits in the above system are well known, no specific detail is given.
It should be noted that most analog circuits are standard operational amplifiers in standard
configurations. The digital circuitry is 7400 series TTL, however, C-MOS is used in the
analog multiplex switches and sample and hold circuit. Some discrete components were
used when necessary.

The characteristics of the system are summarized in the Table below.

1. Selects best one out of eight (expandable) sources.
2. Resolution: Less than 1/2 db (zero window).
3. Crosstalk less than 40db.
4. Minimum switching time: 10 milliseconds.
5. Maximum switching time: 80 milliseconds.
6. Time spent on each source: 10 milliseconds.
7. Valid source detector.
8. Video inputs are compatible with existing post detected receiver outputs.
9. Manual or automatic mode; manually selectable source.
10. BCD encoded output for LED/NIXIE display.
11. D/A output for oscillograph display of selected source.
12. Video output impedance: 6 ohms.
13. Size: standard 22/22 pin 8-1/8" x 4-1/4" pc card.
14. Power: ± 12-15 vdc and +5 vdc.
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